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Growth in formal corrections
(Examples from Nature, Nature Biotechnology, Nature
Neuroscience, Nature Methods)
• Missing controls, results not sufficiently representative of
experimental variability, data selection
• Investigator bias, e.g., in determining the boundaries of an area to
study (lack of blinding)
• Technical replicates wrongly described as biological replicates
• Over‐fitting of models for noisy datasets in various experimental
settings: fMRI, x‐ray crystallography, machine learning
• Errors and inappropriate manipulation in image presentation, poor
data management
• Contamination of primary culture cells

Mandating reporting standards is
not sufficient
MIAME – Minimal Information About a Microarray Experiment
2002: Nature journals mandate deposition of MIAME‐compliant microarray data
2006: compliance issues identified
Ioannidis et al., Nat Gen 41, 2, 149 (2009)

Of 18 papers containing microarray data published in NG in 2005‐2006, 10 analyses
could not be reproduced, 6 only partially.
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Irreproducibility: NPG actions so far
• Awareness raising – meetings 2013/14: NINDS, NCI, Academy of
Medical Sciences, Royal Society, Science Europe,……
• Awareness raising: Editorials, articles by experts
• We removed length limits on online methods sections
• We substantially increased figure limits in Nature and improved
access to Supp Info data in research journals.
• Agreement with Figshare to present data behind figures
• Transparency: we are considering developing the author
contributions statement
• Statistical advisor (Terry Hyslop) and referees appointed
• ‘Reducing our irreproducibility’ Editorial + check lists for authors,
editors and referees (23 April 2013)

Raising awareness: our content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tackling the widespread and critical impact of batch effects in high-throughput data, Leek et al.,
NRG, Oct 2010
How much can we rely on published data on potential drug targets? Prinz et al., NRDD, Sep 2011
The case for open computer programs, Ince et al., Nature, Feb 2012
Raise standards for preclinical cancer research, Begley & Ellis, Nature, Mar 2012
Must try harder – Editorial, Nature, Mar 2012
Face up to false positives, MacArthur, Nature, Jul 2012
Error prone – Editorial, Nature, Jul 2012
Next-generation sequencing data interpretation: enhancing reproducibility and accessibility,
Nekrutenko & Taylor, NRG, Sep 2012
A call for transparent reporting to optimize the predictive value of preclinical research. Landis et
al., Nature, Oct 2012
Know when your numbers are significant, Vaux, Nature, Dec 2012
Reuse of public genome-wide gene expression data, Rung & Brazma, NRG, Feb 2013
Reducing our irreproducibility – Editorial, Nature, May 2013
Reproducibility: Six red flags for suspect work, Begley, Nature, May 2013
Reproducibility: The risks of the replication drive, Bissell, Nature, Nov 2013
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Implementation of reporting checklist
• Onerous!
– Authors, referees, editors, copyeditors

• Referees:
– We are not yet sure whether they are paying much attention.

• Authors:
– Some papers submitted with checklist without prompt
– Many have embraced source data

• Improves reporting (see following slides). In May we will
conduct a review of the impact, one year on from the
checklist’s introduction.

Reporting animal experiments in
Nature Neuroscience
Jan ‘12 (10 papers)

Oct ‘13 – Jan ‘14 (41 papers)
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‘Not reported’ includes cases for which the specific question was not relevant (e.g.,
investigator cannot be blinded to treatment)
Most frequent problems: power analysis calculations, low n (sample size justification), proper
blinding or randomization, multiple t‐tests.
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Source Data

Allows to plot traces for individual flies from
fig 3c with OCT treatment

doi:10.1038/nn.3512 ‐‐ Gupta et al., Nat Neuro
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Attention needed: Cell line identity
Identify the source of cell lines and indicate if they were recently
authenticated (e.g., by STR profiling) and tested for mycoplasma
contamination.
This checklist question is not yet enforced as a mandate

Audit of Nature Cell Biology papers (Aug’13 – Dec’13):
‐ Of 21 relevant papers:
‐ 20 indicate the source of cell lines(*)
‐ 4 indicate authentication was done(**)
‐ 5 acknowledge cell lines were not authenticated
‐ 17 indicate the cells were tested and demonstrated mycoplasma‐free(**)
(*) quality of information variable
(**) timing of tests not always satisfactory

Question about developing authorcontribution transparency
• Author contribution statements in Nature
journals are informal, unstructured, nontemplated.
• Should this change? How? (Possible
goals: increased credit, increased
accountability for potential flaws.)
• How granular should this information
become?
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Irreproducibility: underlying issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experimental design: randomization, blinding, sample size determinations,
independent experiments vs technical replicates,
Statistics
Big data, overfitting (needs gut scepticism/tacit knowledge)
Gels, microscopy images,
Reagents validity – antibodies, cell lines
Animal studies description
Methods description
Data deposition

•
•
•
•
•
•

Publication bias and refutations – where?
IP confidentiality – replication failures unpublishable
Lab supervision
Lab training
Pressure to publish
“It pays to be sloppy”

Key challenge: motivating, publishing and
highlighting replications and refutations
• Providing a publication channel in original
journal and/or elsewhere will take more effort
from publishers and editors.
• Formal misconduct investigations will sometimes
lead to retractions, but many papers that have
been shown to be fundamentally flawed will not
be explicitly refuted, even if a channel exists.
• In practical terms, it is challenging for explicit
refutations and replications to be identified and
highlighted and linked from the original paper.
We are looking into this.
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Universities/institutes:
target issues
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data validation
Lab size and management
Training
Publication bias
Data/notebooks access
Reagent access

Part of a possible training course
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAY 1
9h00 – 10h00
10h00 – 11h00
11h00 – 11h30
11h30 – 13h00
13h00 – 14h00
14h00 – 14h45

• 14h45 – 15h30
• 15h30 – 16h00
• 16h00 – 16h30

Introductions
Case study
Break
Mentoring
Lunch break
Diagnosing issues – Vignette 1: Dealing with
processed data
Diagnosis issues – Vignette 2: Adventures in data
mismanagement
Break
Data management principles and resources
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Thanks for listening
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